
P2/3 Home Learning 😊  

Week beginning 8.6.20 

Literacy  Numeracy  Health and 

Wellbeing  

Technologies  Outdoor Learning/ 

French  

Expressive 

Arts 

Creative Writing  

Watch ‘Adrift’ on the Literacy Shed 

website. 
https://www.literacyshed.com/adrift.html 

 

Use the video to create a story, 

your story could retell what 

happens in the video or the video 

might just be inspiration for your 

story. You could write what 

happens next in the adventure.  

 

This video provides opportunity for 

rich description. Using your 

knowledge of adjectives, describe 

the setting.   

 

Mild- Fill in the story map with 

pictures for your character, setting, 

beginning, middle and end. Talk 

through what happens in your 

adventure. Write a sentence about 

what happens in your story.  

 

Spicy- Plan your story using your 

own pictures or the story map. 

Write a sentence introducing your 

character and setting then write 

one sentence for what happens in 

the beginning, middle and end.  

 

Data Handling  

 

We are learning to 

gather and 

understand data.  

 

Mild- Last week we 

looked at using tally 

marks. Look at the 

Zoo Block Diagram 

below and use tally 

marks to record how 

many of each animal 

there are. After that 

fill in the pictogram.  

 

Spicy- Look at the 

mini beast data. 

Count the number of 

legs for each mini 

beast and note it 

down. You will have 

to use repeated 

addition here. Fill in or 

draw your own bar 

chart to show the 

number of mini 

beasts with 0, 6, 8 

and more than 8 legs.  

 

Road Safety  

 

We are learning 

to be safe near 

roads.  

 

Can you 

remember the 

Road Safety 

Magic Show 

from all the way 

back in 

November?  

 

Can you 

remember the 4 

magic words? 

 

STOP 

LOOK 

LISTEN 

THINK 

 

Practise singing 

the song we 

learned, 

remember it 

goes to the tune 

of the Hockey 

Cockey  

 

Technologies  

 
Over the past 

few weeks we 

have looked at 

technology and 

how it has 

changed over 

the years. 

 

Technology is an 

important part 

of every day life. 

Technology 

meets our wants 

and needs and 

affects the way 

we live.  

 

Complete the 

Venn Diagram 

below using 

pictures with 

technologies 

that we need in 

one section, 

technologies we 

want in another 

and ones that 

could be both in 

the middle.  

French 

 

Practise counting in French.  

Recap counting to 20 in 

French using the video.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhj9SqrIZqI&t=47s 

 

Choose one or more of the 

following outdoor activities to 

count in French.  

 

➢ Run from one spot to 

another counting in 

French as you go.  

➢ Hop on one-foot 

counting to 20 and 

hop on the other foot 

counting back from 

20.  

➢ Teach people in your 

family the ‘unlucky 20’ 

game. Remember to: 

1. Stand in a circle 

2. Count 1,2 or 3 

numbers 

3. The person to land 

on 20 sits down  

➢ Complete a 

scavenger hunt when 

you are out for a walk. 

You could search for 

20 trees, flowers, cars 

ART and MUSIC 

Listen to a song 

of your choice. 

It could 

classical, jazz, 

pop.  

Children can 

‘dance with 

their hands’ 

whilst using 

materials of 

their choice. 

You can use 

crayons, paints, 

felt tips, pencils. 

Children should 

be 

encouraged to 

listen to the 

music and 

respond 

through their 

visual art. 

Experiment with 

different types 

of music. Do 

you have a 

preference to 

the types of 

https://www.literacyshed.com/adrift.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhj9SqrIZqI&t=47s


Hot- Plan your writing using your 

own pictures or the story map. 

Divide your work into paragraphs. 

You could organise these by 

splitting your writing into beginning, 

middle and end.  

 

Spelling 

 

Practise your new spelling words 

using backwards writing where you 

write each word backwards and 

forwards.   

 

Hot- Look at the bar 

chart showing the 

number of times 

horses have won 

races in the 

Melbourne Cup. 

Answer the questions 

on the data and 

write 3 questions of 

your own.  

 

Activity- design 

a poster 

displaying these 

words. Your 

poster should 

include: 

➢ A title 

➢ The 4 

magic 

words 

➢ Pictures  

 

For example: 

 

Need- oven 

Want- i pad 

Both- phone  

 

There is no 

‘right’ answer 

for some of 

these and this 

activity might 

generate some 

discussion.  

 

 

etc. Use the template 

below if you like.  

 

You can make any of these 

activities easier by only 

counting to 10.  

 

music you like 

to draw/paint 

to? 

 

 

STEM – Find this weeks STEM activities on SWAY 😊   https://sway.office.com/BZbInyuEaGBh7NW1?ref=Link  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sway.office.com/BZbInyuEaGBh7NW1?ref=Link


 

French Counting Scavenger Hunt 😊  

LI: we are learning to count to 20 in French. 

I can use tally marks to count 20 of each item listed below. Remember to say the number in French before writing 

your tally mark!  

You could play this game as a race!  

tree  

 

 

 

flower  

stone  

animal  

twigs   

 

 



 



                                                                                                                                 Tally Marks 



 

 

                                                                                                                                    

 



 



Questions on the Melbourne Race Horses 

1. Which horse has won the most races and how many races have they won? 

2. Which horse has won the least number of races and how many races have they won? 

3. Are there any horses that have won the same number of races? What are their names? 

4. What is the total number races all the horses have won altogether? 

5. What is the difference in race wins between Delta Blues and Winx? 

6. What is the difference in race wins between Flash Feet and Mighty? 

7. Which horse do you think will win the next Melbourne Cup and why? 

8. Which horse do you think has the least chance of winning the next Melbourne Cup and why? 

 

Now write 3 questions of your own.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Technology we Need and Want 

 

 


